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Where do you get the electronic components that you need for your
projects? Nobody seems to have stock of even the most common components
used in electronic construction, never mind the more sophisticated ones! A
company in Gauteng was very helpful. Of my R157,37 order they had R24,33 in
Chairman & HHN Editor stock. No problem, they would ship it adding R40 p&p! The balance would be
Wessel du Preez, ZS5BLY shipped as stock became available, again adding R40 p&p per delivery. I am sure
(033) 702-1968
that they own SAPO shares! Getting components from Digi-Key or one of the
dupreezw@futurenet.co.za US vendors worked out cheaper. So, collect all the radios, DVD players, etc. that
you can lay your hands on and use them as your component store. I recently used
this source to complete a kit in which a large number of surface mount resistors
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To date I have not received any "wish lists" as to what you as members
would like to hear and do at our monthly meetings. The committee is thinking
about talks/discussions on Software Defined Radio, the computer in the shack
(see article in this issue), Ham software. Please feel free to add to the list and
let's see what we can do.
It is some time since we had a flea market. What about a big one! Let us
get together with Highway and Durban, say 1st November (to be in time to get
your Christmas gift!). Give it some serious thought and discuss it at the meeting.
Finally, my apologies for non-attendance at the next meeting. Although
our planned overseas visit has been canceled, we have some family obligations
in Gauteng where I hope to attend the Radio Technology in Action meeting.
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PLEASE NOTE THE NEW CLUBHOUSE HOURS.
Saturday from 08:30 to 10:30
The Clubhouse will be manned by Bert, ZS5MQ and/or Peter, ZS5PJ
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The club meets on the third Saturday of every month, except December at 13:00 at
the Natal Carbineers Conference Center, Geere Street, PMB.
Sunday Morning Bulletins ( MARC and SARL) as well as the Club Net from 07:45
on 3620 kHz and the 145.750 MHz repeater.

Sunday Club Net Controller: Mickey Esterhuysen, ZS5QB
National News Bulletin: Robin Seal, ZS5MRS
Clubhouse Manager and Carbineers liaison: Bert Cornell, ZS5MQ

From the Editor
My apologies for this much reduced issue of HHN. The reason is that your editor has been held in a
horizontal position for most of the past two weeks while the white-coats are hunting for blown fuses, dry
electrolytics and malfunctioning valves (I am a pre-transistor model!).
Wessel, ZS5BLY.

Renewal of Club fees for 2008/09.
This is to remind members that the annual membership fees are now due. At the AGM a very slight
increase was announced which brings the amount due by the four membership categories to the following:
Ordinary full member
Country member
Joint member
Student member

R90,00
R60,00 (lives further than 20 km from PMB Post Office)
R110,00 ( husband and wife)
R30,00

Payment can be made by Electronic Transfer, a deposit into the Club account, or by cheque or cash
at the next meeting. The Club banking details are set out below.

CLUB BANKING DETAILS
Bank: First National Bank

Branch: Bank Street

Account holder: Midlands Amateur Radio Club
Type of account: Current

Branch code: 220-825
Account Number: 625057756507

Reference to use is your call sign

News and Views
APRS
The following from Shaun, ZR5S tells its own story!
Hear ye, Hear ye...................... So, my good friend Stanley, ZR5SEM drops off his car on Friday after work for a
service at a mechanic who works from home in Wembley, PMBurg. A few hours later at 21h00 Stanley's car goes
mobile to Clarendon school where the mechanics son attends an evening school function. I know this because my
son was there last night too. After the mechanic picks up his kid from school, he clocks up some mileage around
town. (unclear as to what he was doing)
Next day, Saturday (today) this vehicle goes off to the other side of town to an industrial area. It has since been
parked there under shelter in the huge shed. It is under shelter as Stanley's vehicle is only picking up 3 satelites and
his position is jumpy due to the weak sat fix.
Mmmmmm! is this vehicle in a chop-shop or has the mechanics tool-boy taken this car home for the week-end. Either
way, BUSTED!!! thanks to APRS.
Now let's see what happens on Sunday. Will "ZR5SEM-13" go to church or attend a soccer match somewhere in our
city?????? Or will this vehicle ever leave this place in its original state, or be sold piece by piece?
All speculation at this point, but this certainly is not normal for a vehicle that is booked in for a service. Or have the
standards in SA dropped a wee bit?

[ All the evidence can be seen in the screen shot below. Ed]
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Where ever you may wander, where ever you may go.............!

Repeaters
Reports from mobile stations seem to indicate that the Estcourt repeater is a bit hard of
hearing. OM Shaun will be looking into the matter and report back as soon as he has more
information.
More repeaters
While on the Swartberg site, OM Philip discovered that he could work the UHF repeater at
Mt Gilboa using a 5 watt handheld feeding a mobile whip. The Hillbillies are working on a possible
UHF link to the hub.

A Computer in the Shack
Do you have a computer in your shack? If the answer is "no" (maybe 30% of readers!), then do this:
explain to the SW that the existing Oxwagon Mk iii is not the ideal machine to use if she wants to Skype the
children and /or grandchildren in ZL or VE land. Get a new model for HER!
Now remove all the accumulated junk from the old model and set it up somewhere near your radios.
If your response to the opening question was "yes", then what do you do with this machine?
In my opinion the best thing that ever happened to Amateur Radio was its marriage to the computer.
This combination opened up a vast field of applications and experimentation ranging from the ridiculous to
the sublime. Best of all is that most of the software required for these activities is available on the Web for
free! My Nobel Prize goes to all those guys out there that, with great expenditure of time and effort on their
side, make these programmes available to all of us at no charge. When using these programmes, please send
an e-mail to the author to thank him for his work - it is the least that we can do to encourage others to
continue with this type of work. Other software may be shareware or careware (send $1 to my grandma at
........... ).
So what is available? It is difficult to make a list, so the applications will be grouped in broad
categories. Firstly, those applications where the computer is not connected to the radio:
1. Schematic capture, simulation and PC board layout
2. Antenna design and simulation
3. Test instruments eg. I-V curve tracer, scope, spectrum analyzer, etc.
4. Station log book
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5. Satellite tracking
6. Propagation predictions
7. e-QSL
8. VHF/UHF coverage of station and repeaters
9. IRLP and VoIP
and when the computer is connected to the radio:
1. All the digital modes eg. packet, APRS, SSTV, digital voice, etc.
2. Satellite tracking, auto antenna steering and Doppler correction
3. Station control
4. Software Defined Radio
5. DSP audio profiling (Rx and Tx)
6. IRLP and VoIP
I am sure that I have missed some and will be pleased to have some feedback. Should make an
interesting discussion if all the users can bring along their computers and show us some of the software that
they use. Even in the professional field a large number of test and measurement equipment is available as a
"black box" attached to a computer: some of them can even be networked so you may sit in PMB and take
measurements on a setup in Cape Town!
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Bulletin Readers

7th September
14th September
21st September
28th September
5th October
12th October
19th October

Mike
Robin
Mike
Wessel
Mickey
Mike
Robin

ZS5BGV
ZS5MRS
ZR5ML
ZS5BLY
ZS5QB
ZS5BGV
ZS5MRS

[ If it is not possible for you to take your bulletin, please arrange with somebody else to do it]
********************************************

On the Giggle-Hertz bands
When children do well at school, the parents declare the child clever. When they do bad, then of
course they have a bad teacher. The following children must have had very bad teachers if their answers in
exam papers are anything to go by.
1. Three kinds of blood vessels are arteries, vanes and caterpillers.
2. Blood flows down one leg and up the other.
3. The moon is a planet just like earth, only it is deader.
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They said it. (The very famous Mr Anonymous)
1. Life is very insecure. Always eat your pudding first.
2. Support bacteria. They're the only culture some people have.
3. Depression is merely anger without enthusiasm.
4. When everything is coming your way, you're in the wrong lane.
**********************************
NEXT MEETING
The next meeting of the Club will take place on Saturday, 20th September, 2008 at the usual venue
starting at 13:00. Committee meeting will start at 12:00.
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